Optimized differential diagnosis of breast lesions by combined B-mode and color Doppler sonography.
To optimize the sensitivity and specificity of gray-scale imaging and color Doppler in breast tumor diagnosis, alone and in combination, 89 women with palpable breast masses were scanned preoperatively and standard parameters were determined in both modes. Parameters significant for differentiation of benign and malignant tumors identified using univariate analysis were combined and weighted using multivariate analysis (multiple logistic regression). Histologically 59 tumors were malignant and 30 benign. Gray-scale sonography alone achieved a sensitivity of 88% and a specificity of 96% using the parameters of wall structure and posterior acoustic attenuation. Color Doppler achieved a sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of 79% using resistance index and pulsatility index as parameters. Combination of both methods yielded an accurate diagnosis in 84/87 patients (sonographic lesion correlates were absent in two cases), equivalent to a sensitivity of 97% and a specificity of 96%. Thus the individual diagnostic performance of gray-scale imaging and color Doppler sonography in palpable breast disease is further enhanced using multiple logistic regression to combine independently significant parameters.